
How to create visual 

revision notes.

–Thinking Maps



Thinking Maps?

• Collecting thoughts in a logical way

• Ensure that they are explaining and developing their ideas

• Revision and Exam Techniques

• Flexible depending on the type of topics / questions they are revising.

• Visual, audio and kinesthetic.



8 Thinking Maps…



Plan of Action:

What do I need?

Objectives:

Aim:

Circle Map



Two models



Classifying Map - Key aspects of the character, Robin Hood

Characteristics of Robin Hood

DeterminedLeaderSelfless

Given up his title

Fights for the poor

Takes over the lead of the 
“band of merry men” He doesn’t give up even 

with a bounty on his head

Tree Map



Bubble Map



FootballRugby

Differences Similarities Differences

Comparing Map: What are the similarities and difference between…?

played with 
a ball

popular in 
England

can only 
pass the 
ball back

Two forms 
of rugby

Earn a 
ridiculous 
amount!

Double Bubble Map



Sequencing Map: Plan a trip to New York

How can I ensure that I put enough detail into my answers / revision in a 
very logical and structured way?

Decide on the dates for 
that you are going and 

the budget.

Look for flights and 
ensure and 

accommodation

Make a list of all the 
attractions you want to 

visit.

Research when would be 
the best time to visit the 
attractions and the most 

cost effective.

Write an itinerary and 
book all the visits etc.

Have a great time and 
take lots of photos.

Flow Map



Multi-Flow Map



Analysing Map: Aspects of the Human Heart

Topic – Science

The human heart

Role of the heart

Keeps blood pumping 
round the body

Problems that can occur

Key parts of the heart and 
their function

Brace Map



Brace Map



Bridge Map



Important aspects to consider…

• Thinking maps allow students to organise their thoughts using 

a range of maps depending on the types of information they 

have or are revising for.

• Everyone is different and some methods will not work for some 

people.

• These can be used in the exams as a breaking down a 

seemingly long and “wordy” question.



Any questions?

–Thinking Maps


